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Dear Manager,
I hope that this guide, walkthrough, handbook or whatever you want
to call it finds you in the need of solutions.
FM drives us towards the alternative reality that we all love, year after
year. FM17 is pretty complex: every tiny detail can make the difference
between success and failure, so it’s important that you read and
assimilate as much as you can.
Whenever you forget something, come back to this guide and give the
corresponding chapter a good read.
There will be moments throughout your career when none of the
choices will be helpful, but don’t despair. Even if you are struggling and
you feel discouraged, there’s really no need to worry. Patience is the
key. Your fortunes will change if you combine the provided advice with
common sense. You will be successful on the long run!
This guide intends keeping things simple. It’s as short as it can be. You
can imagine that the recipe for success can’t only be two pages long…
There are many other resources available on the internet and you can
always go to those if you want more in-depth information about
specific subjects, after your knowledge base will be saturated by the
contents of this eBook. I also advise you to read the game manual.
Questions? Feel free to get in touch via theraumdeuter.com,
facebook.com/TheRaumdeuter or @dieRaumdeuter on Twitter!
Thank you for supporting The Raumdeuter and remember to have fun!
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Create a plan before starting a new game. The initial setup will affect
your game experience and if you don’t know what you are doing at
first, you might end up having to start a new save and that will cost
you time and energy. You don’t want that.
So please figure out what you want to do before anything:
 Stay in charge of only one team, try to win everything asap
and hang on until you get bored and start a new save;
 Manage various clubs from the same/different
league/country;
 Plan a very long save that’s going to last for decades – not just
a two-three season stint;
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 Start as a fresh face from a lower league and climb up the
ladder just like real managers do after ending their playing
career.
After you’ve figured out what you want to do, check out the domestic
and continental competition regulations for the club or clubs you have
in mind – feel free to start a test save just to check these things out.
Pay particular attention to the team registration rules, such as the
number of mandatory Home Grown slots, maximum number of
players that can be registered and find out how many years are
required for foreigners to gain nationality.
Have a look at the players that you will have at your disposal and
establish a draft recruitment plan.

CAREER GAME SETUP
If you followed the previous steps, by now you should have a decent
plan that allows you to set up the new game properly.
Choose only one Playable nation unless you are planning to change
countries very soon (you can change between Playable and View Only
later, without having to start a new game). The more you add, the
slower the game will be – also depending on your computer, of course.
Enable more than just the top tier if you want to focus on Home
Grown players and have more competitive teams to loan your
youngsters to.
Note that loaning youths to clubs from the same nation will not
interrupt their process of acquiring the Home Ground (Nation) status.
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You can add additional View Only countries and leagues if you want
those clubs to be more active in the transfer windows and stay more
competitive overall.
Set the Database Size to Large if your computer can cope with it as it
usually includes most of the popular players you might want to sign.
Feel free to go Advanced if you want to load-up more specific targets.
Remember to tick the Disable Player Attribute Masking option if you
want to see all the players’ attributes without having to scout them
(scouting will still be extremely useful to reveal hidden attributes like
Injury Proneness, Consistency, Adaptability etc.).

PROFILE SETUP
Let’s assume you have Attribute Masking turned on and you can’t see
everything about all the players loaded up in your save. In order to see
more accurate player profiles (attributes) you have to max out your
Player Knowledge and Youngster Knowledge attributes when
setting up your profile. But even by doing so, don’t expect to see 100%
accurate stats like before – unless you've disabled Attribute Masking.
Bear in mind that you can also set up Nationality and Second
Nationality to boost your scouting knowledge within the respective
countries/leagues.
Additional Spoken Languages will make it easier for you to get a job
in countries where that is the official language. It can also influence the
likelihood of players wanting to join your current club.
Leave the Staff Responsibilities untouched for now as you will be
better off changing things later on.
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By selecting the Continental Pro License as your Coaching Badge and
International Player as your Past Playing Experience you will have
the maximum number of allocation points available to assign to the
Coaching and Mental Attributes.
I would advise you leave the Style Focus on Default and just move the
slider two nudges to the right.
Increase all the Mental Attributes but Adaptability to 20 (Adaptability
is useful only if you want to get a job at a foreign club).
This will ensure that you will have a better scouting knowledge, better
training capabilities as a coach and more authority in front of
everybody: board, staff and players – therefore increasing the
effectiveness of Pep Talks, Team Meetings and Private Chats.
Coaches that are very good at training: Attacking, Shooting and Ball
Control are probably the most expensive and also the hardest to find.
You are also part of the coaching staff, so allocate your Coaching
points wisely focusing on those niche areas by boosting these
attributes: Attacking, Technical, Mental and Tactical (this is just the way
I do it, but it doesn’t really matter if you choose differently, as long as
you can hire quality coaches for all the training areas).
Working With Youngsters will affect your training efficiency with regard
to players aged 23 or under.
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Take your time before hitting Continue the first time after starting a
new save – there is a lot to do in advance. I suggest you read this
whole chapter before taking any action.
First, you have to decide what you want be in charge of and what you
want others to do for you: staff recruitment, transfers (in/out),
contracts (negotiations/renewals), scouting, training, youth
management, friendlies etc.
You’ll find it more or less difficult to put together an ideal staff during
the first pre-season. That mostly depends on the club you are in
charge of, the budget you have on hand and the way you’ve set up the
database.
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Do as much as you can at first and try to optimize costs and improve
all the relevant areas with time, when possible – don’t stress if you
can’t have everything sorted straight away.

DELEGATIONS
Go to the Staff >> Responsibilities page and check out the options
and the staff members (roles) you can assign to perform the different
tasks – they are pretty self-explanatory.
Make sure you check out all the tabs, including Personal Assistant,
which comes with quite a few very useful settings.
You can fire some staff members and assign more duties to
individuals to cut the wage budget if that’s something that you are
looking to do.
For example, the Director of Football can substitute a Chief Scout
and a Head of Youth Development. It’s up to you to figure out what’s
best for you current club so give it a good think.
I will strongly advise you to handle Team Talks, Staff Recruitment,
Opposition Instructions (just to prevent the Assistant from
interfering when you don’t want to), First Team Training and
Transfers yourself.
I know that every aspect is time consuming, but the slightest details
can really make a difference when it comes to getting the most out of
your club.

THE ASSISTANT MANAGER
The Assistant Manager can have a vital role to play in your daily
management of the club.
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You can ask him to filter out the unrealistic results of the staff/player
searches you perform – which will save you a lot of time and energy.
For me, this option is priceless.
You’ll find his opinion first when looking at a Team or Player Report
and he will also provide you Team Talk and Live (In-Play) Feedback.
The higher Judging Player Ability and Judging Player Potential
abilities he has, the better the quality of your reports will be.
Don’t forget he’s also a member of the Coaching Team, so you might
want him to be good in one coaching area (you will find key attributes
in the next chapter).
He can also be assigned to deal the Team Selection. Feel free to
consult his line-up proposal or ask him to fill in just the unpicked
positions whenever you are unsure about picking your starting 11.
You can ask your Assistant to handle Opposition Instructions if he
happens to have a high Tactical Knowledge rating – this attribute also
dictates the accuracy of the In-Play advice he will deliver. I strongly
advise you to stay in control of applying opposition instructions – even
if that means you won’t be giving any.
In case you want to send him to talk to the media, note that the higher
Determination attribute he has, the more optimistic he will be when
attending Press Conferences or Tunnel Interviews.
If you are already familiar with your squad and want to save time,
charge your Assistant with managing the Senior Squad in friendly
matches.
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COACHING

The quality of your Coaching Team and Training Facilities represents
one of the key factors of player development. You and your Assistant
Manager are part of the Coaching Staff, so start building a team
around you two.
You want Lead Coaches with high star rating in every training
category. On top of that, make sure that their Workload is not very
heavy, otherwise some players won’t get the required attention in
training and therefore their results won’t be as good as they should.
You can fix this by recruiting and increasing the number of coaches
assigned to the respective categories.
If your club’s financial state is looking solid, have a go at requesting
Training Facility upgrade from the board.
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Leaving aside the specific key attributes specifically required for each
training category, you will have to consider Determination, Level of
Discipline and Motivation. The average of these will act as a
multiplier for the base specialisation.
TRAINING CATEGORY

SPECIFIC KEY ATTRIBUTES

Strength & Aerobic

Fitness

Tactics

Tactical

Ball Control

Technical + Mental

Defending

Defending + Tactical

Attacking

Attacking + Tactical

Shooting

Technical + Attacking

Shot Stopping

Goalkeeping + Tactical

Handling

Goalkeeping + Technical

Bear in mind that coaches can further develop their attributes
throughout the game career. Sending them to coaching courses can
speed up their progress. Look for the Send To Coaching Course
button when accessing their profile page and click it when you find it
available – even if the club will pay the expenses.

SCOUTING SETUP
The members of the Scouting Team, the Coaching Staff and the
Affiliated Clubs can increase your World/Scouting Knowledge – this
represents the percentage of players that will be shown in your search
results.
In most cases, you should build your scouting strategy based on your
Domestic and Continental competition rules, such as Team
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Registration Rules, Nationality, League Restrictions and so on. Try to
optimize costs and cut what’s not needed.

There are two things you will have to weigh when assessing scouts:
Mental Attributes and Scouting Knowledge.
Judging Player Ability and Judging Player Potential are pretty selfexplanatory: the former grades the scout’s accuracy to report a
player’s current ability in relation to your squad’s current options,
while the latter refers to the exactness with which the scout can report
on the player’s potential.
The Adaptability attribute is also important if you plan to send the
scout in a foreign country, as that will determine the time required
before he can become effective in an unknown country.
Scouting Knowledge applies to individual countries. The more
familiar the scout is with a nation, the wider search range you will
have.

Now, you really don’t need more than a couple of scouts specialised in
the club’s own country. If you happen to have more, check their
Adaptability attribute – if it’s high, consider sending them to learn
other regions, if not, check if you can find better options and release
them.
Ideally, one of the two should have a high Tactical Knowledge
attribute. You will use him for delivering on-going reports on the next
opposition.
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The Opposition Scout & Data Analyst are very important, as they will
be collecting important data about your next opposition that you can
use before matches, such as: biggest threat, potential weakness, likely
formation and many other handy tactical observations.
The other domestic scout should be used to follow the youth/local
league and to occasionally compile on-demand player reports.
Now, according to the regions of interest you will need more or less
scouts. Note that you can ask the board to lift any restrictions and
increase the scouting budget and range if you feel that’s the case.
You can also suggest they search for an Affiliate Club in order to
improve your scouting network’s knowledge.
If your scouting strategy is spread across several regions, you might
want to have the Director of Football or Chief Scout handle
assignments – even so, you will have the power to intervene at any
point in time to override his decisions.
When it comes to inspecting prospects, you really need to give the
scout enough time to spot the details, such as the Hidden Player
Attributes – which can only be revealed in-game through scouting.
Injury Proneness, Consistency and Adaptability are just some of the
key aspects scouts can find out about.
Remember, the more they follow a player, the more likely it is for them
to pick up interesting stuff to report back.
If you happen to be a bargain hunter, consider monitoring youth
tournaments, either domestic or international, to have the chance to
spot and sign hot prospects before their price tag becomes too high.
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Putting together a great coaching staff is essential, but if training isn’t
set up properly, the squad won’t develop and your results could suffer.
Unlike earlier FM versions, training is not just about player
development. You need to balance things in order to keep everybody
happy and well prepared for the upcoming challenges.
General Training will affect player development (attributes increase)
and the team’s cohesion (social level of understanding).
Match Preparation will improve teamwork (on the pitch
understanding) and help your players learn the tactics you set up.
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PRE-SEASON SETUP
This is how you should set up Team Training after starting a new
save:

GENERAL
TRAINING

SCHEDULING

Main Focus:
Team Cohesion

Slightly more
Match Training

Intensity Level:
High

nd

(2

nudge from
the left end)

MATCH
PREPARATION

Main Focus:
Match Tactics

Allow rest after match

COMPETITIVE SEASON SETUP
This is how your setup should look after the season kicks off:

GENERAL
TRAINING

SCHEDULING

Main Focus:
Balanced

Slightly more
Match Training

Intensity Level:
Average

nd

(2

nudge from
the left end)

Allow rest after match

MATCH
PREPARATION

Main Focus:
Att. Movement
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1. Change the General Training Match Focus from Team
Cohesion to Balanced when your players are willing to die for
each other.
Note: In order to find you squad’s current level of cohesion you must
navigate to your Tactics page. Hover Analysis and select Team Talk
Feedback. The 2nd line under Team Morale section will tell you exactly
that.
2. Change the Match Preparation Match Focus from Match
Tactics to Att. Movement a week before your first official match;
3. Reduce the Intensity Level of General Training just before the
first league match.
Note: Consider allowing rest before matches (Scheduling) if your
important players have started to become very tired and you’ve got
congested fixtures in the forthcoming weeks.
You can change back to the Pre-Season Setup right after the winter
break (if you had one), especially if you’ve brought new players in.

INDIVIDUAL TRAINING
Your Backroom Staff will be sending you advice regularly about
individuals. Check out what they have to say and apply the suggested
instructions when you feel they will help the respective players better
fit within your tactical plans.
I use Individual Training in the attempt of trying to fix some specific
player weaknesses or to retrain a player in a new position/role.
Another good use of these is to make players get rid of/obtain Player
Traits. For example, if your right winger has a bad habit of cutting
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inside from the right wing and you don’t want that, you can use the
New Player Trait option to solve that.
However, if the player becomes unhappy with the higher workload,
you’d better remove the Additional Focus in order to prevent a drop
of form and a potential injury.
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You need to set your pre-season campaign in order to ensure that
your squad’s morale ends up being Superb just before playing the first
official match.
A high morale helps players perform better and therefore develop
faster, so this is something you’ll pretty much always be looking to
balance.
Don’t hesitate to cancel existing fixtures if needed. Rebuilding
everything from scratch is often what I end up doing after starting a
new save.
Arrange friendlies against teams you will surely defeat – especially
the last five before the season starts.
If you want to make some extra money, feel free to throw in one or
two home matches against highly reputable opponents in the first half
of the pre-season.
Does your club happen to have rivals in lower divisions? Use them
instead of the big names – these meetings usually end up generating
higher income.
Aim for arranging just about 10 friendlies before the first league
fixture, leaving around 3 days between matches.
If the first month after the league kicks off is not packed with any other
cup matches, consider arranging mid-week friendlies in order to
maintain a high level of Match Sharpness for all your squad
members.
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Devising optimal tactics requires a lot of FM experience and step-bystep analysis. I usually have to spend around 100 hours on the game
before I can come up with a few quality tactics.
I’ve realised that the best way to get you going is to provide you with a
few working tactics and some instructions that will help you get the
hang of it. The rest is up to you really – you must get your hands dirty!
Here are a few things you need to know first:
 You won’t be able to maintain a winning-streak unless you
alternate tactics – a single tactic approach won’t get the most
out of your squad;
 The FM17 Match Engine favours tactical surprises, which you
should employ in difficult matches or once every 5-6 games;
 Away matches are much tougher – manage squad rotation
wisely and use an adequate tactical plan;
 Remember to make just one or two changes at a time when
trying to improve tactics – give them a run of matches before
judging the effect;
 Select Comprehensive Highlights and the 2D Camera when
adjusting tactics to get a better sense of what’s going on;
 Pay particular attention to Pre-Match Analysis and Next
Opposition Scouting Reports in order to take the best decisions
regarding your next match and don’t forget to digest the PostMatch Analysis and individual player stats to find out what went
wrong and what could be changed;
 Feel free to ignore players’ Positional Abilities and Role
Suitability at times if you know what you are doing (e.g. using
Fabian Delph as Wing Back).
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(#1) 4-1-4-1 HOME TACTIC
Formation, Roles & Duties:
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TEAM INSTRUCTIONS | (#1) 4-1-4-1 HOME TACTIC
Mentality: Control

BUILD-UP

Team Shape: Fluid

Clear Ball To Flanks

Tempo: Normal

Pass Into Space

Width: Fairly Wide

More Direct Passing

DEFENCE

Be More Expressive

Defensive Line: Slightly Higher

ATTACK

Closing Down: Sometimes

Float Crosses

Use Tighter Marking

Run At Defence

Get Stuck In

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER INSTRUCTIONS
GK

WBL

WBR

AML

AMCL

More Risky
Passes

More Direct
Passes

Shoot Less
Often

Get Further
Forward

Roam From
Position

CD’s

More Risky
Passes

Tackle
Harder

Cross From
Deep

AMCR

Tackle
Harder

Cross Aim
Far Post

More Direct
Passes

Cross Aim
Far Post

More Risky
Passes

Close Down
Much More

Sit
Narrower

Close Down
Much More
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(#2) 4-3-2-1 AWAY TACTIC
Formation, Roles & Duties:
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TEAM INSTRUCTIONS | (#2) 4-3-2-1 AWAY TACTIC
Mentality: Standard

BUILD-UP

Team Shape: Very Fluid

Clear Ball To Flanks

Tempo: Normal

Pass Into Space

Width: Wide

More Direct Passing

DEFENCE

ATTACK

Defensive Line: Normal

Low Crosses

Closing Down: Much More

Dribble Less

Prevent Short GK Distribution

Get Stuck In

NO INDIVIDUAL PLAYER INSTRUCTIONS
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(#3) 4-4-2 JOKER TACTIC
Formation, Roles & Duties:
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TEAM INSTRUCTIONS | (#3) 4-4-2 JOKER TACTIC
Mentality: Control

BUILD-UP

Team Shape: Fluid

Play Out Of Defence

Tempo: Higher

Pass Into Space

Width: Fairly Wide

More Direct Passing

DEFENCE

ATTACK

Defensive Line: Normal

Look For Overlap

Closing Down: More

Work Ball Into Box

Use Tighter Marking

Dribble Less

Get Stuck In

Roam From Positions

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER INSTRUCTIONS
MCR

MR

Dribble Less

Cross Aim
Far Post

Tackle Harder

AML

Mark Tighter

Cross From Deep

More Risky Passes

Cross Aim
Far Post

Move Into Channels
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There you go. I’ve set you up with a home tactic, an away tactic and a
joker tactic that you can use both home and away.
I noticed that the JOKER TACTIC works well against formations that
include three centre backs.
The Math Engine favours tactical surprises, so I can’t exactly tell you
when to switch – you’ll have to use common sense, the feedback you
receive from your staff and your past experience to take viable
decisions.
Feel free to ignore role or position suitability when picking the
squad. Don’t hesitate starting players out of position if you believe
that’s your best option, but make sure you retrain them in all the
desired positions and roles.
You may have noticed that the AML position comes with an Attacking
Playmaker role in two of the three tactics presented. I generally prefer
to use a right footed player there, combined with a left footed WBL,
but this is not mandatory.
The AML should be able to score, therefore I’m more looking at
Finishing than Crossing when selecting candidates for that role.
The AMR is usually a fast typical winger that can cross. The DR can
be right footed or left footed – you can use whatever works best for
you. It’s pretty interesting to check out how the different foot
combinations affect your play, so give them a try.
When it comes to assigning the forwards I use, remember that the
Second Striker should be better at: Dribbling, Long Shots and Overall
Quickness.
The rest is pretty much the classic stuff…
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CORNER INSTRUCTIONS
These settings are based on the (#1) HOME TACTIC, when SET PIECE
LOCATION is Left. You can to mirror the settings for the Right Set Piece
Location. Replicate the same routine for the other tactics.

Pos

Instruction

Pos

Instruction

WBL

Mark Near Post
Zonally Mark Six Yard Box
Centre
Zonally Mark Six Yard Box
Far Post
Mark Far Post
Zonally Mark Six Yard Box
Near Post

AMCL

Go Back

AML

Go Back

AMR

Stay Forward

AMCR

Go Back

STC

Edge of Area

DCL
DCR
WBR
DM

Pos

Instruction

Pos

Instruction

WBL

Stay Back If Needed

AMCL

Attack Ball From Deep

DCL

Attack Near Post

AML

Near Post Flick On

DCR

Attack Far Post

AMR

Go Forward

WBR

Stay Back If Needed

AMCR

Go Forward

DM

Stay Back If Needed

STC

Challenge Keeper

THE TAKER should be set with Go Forward/Stay Back If Needed. Make
sure he IS NOT set to Attack Ball From Deep, Lurk Outside Area or
Challenge Keeper. If so, rotate instructions to retain the same shape.
Right footed players should take corners from the right side and vice
versa. AIM AT: Mixed.
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This chapter is dedicated to youth recruitment and nurturing talent. If
you aren’t interested in this side of the game feel free to skip to the
next chapter.

RECRUITING THE BEST PROSPECTS
The staff member that’s in charge of Youth Development (can either
be the Head of Youth Development or the Director of Football –
according to who you assigned responsible with the matter) dictates
the quality of your annual Youth Intake.
It also depends on the country your club is from and how good the
other clubs from the nation are when it comes to spotting talent.
The person in charge with this role should have high ratings in:
Judging Player Potential, Working With Youngsters and Judging
Player Ability.
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Another way to discover hot prospects is to either manually browse
Youth National Teams and then send scouts to file reports on those
that seem promising or just assign scouts to monitor various youth
tournaments.
Lastly I’d like to suggest a more unusual method. When you receive
availability notifications from agents (in your Inbox), access their
profile page and browse around their Client List. Wonderkids tend to
get picked up by agents from a young age – and you can definitely
make use of this.

NURTURING YOUTH
Players can improve their Current Ability as much as their Potential
Ability allows (you can find an estimation of these in Scouting Reports
– after you’ve sent someone to follow the player). Regardless of one’s
potential, development is dramatically slowed down when the player
reaches the age of 24. Only Mental Attributes can register major
changes after that point in time.
Youngsters that have a neutral or poor Personality won’t be able to
progress a lot even if your club’s coaches and training facilities are top
notch. This can be fixed, however, by asking a senior player with the
right mentality to mentor him off the pitch. These are the existing
personality types:
Good: Model Citizen, Perfectionist, Resolute, Model Professional,
Professional, Fairly Professional, Spirited, Very Ambitious, Fairly
Ambitious, Ambitious, Driven, Determined, Fairly Determined,
Charismatic Leader, Born Leader, Leader, Iron Willed and Resilient.
Poor: Slack, Casual, Temperamental, Unambitious, Easily Discouraged,
Low Determination, Spineless and Low Self-Belief.
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Neutral: Jovial, Light Hearted, Devoted, Very Loyal, Loyal, Fairly Loyal,
Honest, Sporting, Unsporting, Realist and Balanced.

Senior Match Experience is undoubtedly the most important factor
of player progression. Listen to your staff’s advice when it comes to
either loaning a player out or bringing him in the first team. Either way,
have in mind that any prospect will benefit from playing in a highly
reputable competition so consider that when deciding whether to loan
someone out or to promote him to the Senior Squad.
Don’t forget to refuse any loan deals unless the proposed Squad
Status is First Team/Key Player – you definitely don’t want a youngster
wasting his talent sitting on someone else’s’ bench!
Also note that a player’s performance rating and Morale will also
affect his development. Ideally you want your players to be happy and
achieve an Average Rating of 6.8 or better. This is why including a
Can Be Recalled clause in every loan contract is always a smart
choice.
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After you’ve set up your staff, training and tactics, it’s time to evaluate
your squad and take decisions at squad level – according to the club’s
financial state. You may or may not have enough room for manoeuvre,
but you can always improve things as long as you have a plan in place.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A PLAYER
On any player’s profile page you have the option to highlight the key
attributes for his most suitable roles. Overall these are good indicators
of what you should be looking for, but don’t limit yourself to those.
A player’s personality and his hidden attributes are also very
important. You can deduce some of those by inspecting the Coach
Reports – for your own players or by scouting various other players
and checking out their Scouting Reports.
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Ambition, Loyalty, Determination and Professionalism are some of
the hidden attributes that have a higher weight on how successful they
will be throughout their career in this year’s release.
I advise you to read the game’s manual in order to clearly understand
what those attributes actually mean.
Determination is very important for every player. Higher values of
this attribute make it less likely for a player to become nervous.
Determination is also linked with personality. Always look to build an
ambitious squad.
Work Rate determines how much a player will run and how often he
will try to get involved in the match.
Natural Fitness indicates how fast a player gets and stays fit; it an
also be considered a multiplier of Stamina.
If you would like to benefit from set-pieces then consider having a
player who can take Free Kicks and Corners. In addition to the selfspoken attributes, look for high values on Passing, Crossing,
Decisions and Technique.
Pace is and has always been very important in FM. Acceleration is
linked with Pace so this should be also on your watch list.
In fact, you will rarely find a player with a pace attribute under 14 that
can deliver. There are exceptions (especially in central positions: DC,
MC, AMC) to this unwritten rule but not so many. This is why you
should generally try to have a squad of pacey players.
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Pace and Determination are vital for every role, so look for values of
13 or better (GK’s can have less). Make sure neither of these attributes
have low values when evaluating prospects:
Goalkeepers – Reflexes, Anticipation, Decisions, Positioning
Central Defenders – Marking, Tackling, Anticipation, Concentration,
Positioning, Jumping, Acceleration
Full Backs – Crossing, Tackling, Anticipation, Concentration,
Acceleration
Central Midfielders – Passing, Anticipation, Concentration, Work Rate,
Acceleration, Pace/Jumping, Stamina. Add Finishing if you need one
that’s able to score or Tackling if you need a defensive minded CM.
Wingers – Crossing/Finishing, Work Rate, Flair, Determination,
Acceleration
Strikers – Finishing, Pace (14 minimum), Off The Ball, Acceleration,
Anticipation, Composure, Decisions

SQUAD DEPTH
A very well balanced squad depth will ensure that your team has
enough options to cover potential injuries and suspensions. The tricky
bit is that everyone has to get a fair amount of playing time at the
same time.
Players will interact with you more often in FM17. They will
complain/demand many things and if you don’t know how to react you
will most likely lose control over the locker room. If that happens,
acknowledge that your season’s fortunes are pretty much over.
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Navigate to the Squad page, hover Players and select Registration.
According to the competitions your club is involved in, you might have
the option too select various sets of registration rules (i.e. Serie A &
Champions League).
After understanding the requirements, you have to check out the
Home-Grown status of your senior squad candidates. This might force
you to keep hold of some players you want to sell or release. I know, it
can be frustrating at times, but these are the rules and there’s nothing
we can do about that.
You will definitely need a few Home-Grown players at the end of the
day – otherwise it will be almost impossible to achieve a balanced
squad depth.

Every manager is looking to have the strongest 11 they possibly can,
but cover should not be neglected. The season is long and if you’re
seriously involved in more competitions, injuries, fatigue and
suspensions will arise out of nowhere.
Your squad also has to be able to overcome morale and form issues.
Unless you have proper cover for every position, your tactics might not
give fruit as compromise might have to kick-in.
On the other hand, you want to avoid unsettling your squad. Every
player should get a fair amount of playing time – at least as much as
their Squad Status implies.
Squad Status influences both a player’s financial demands and the
amount of first team football he is expecting to get. So many football
managers ignore this… but you shouldn’t!
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The roles are pretty self explanatory – the more important their status
is, the more playing time they’ll want and the more money they will
demand from your club, as well as from other clubs that might be
interested in signing him.
Squad Status can be used as a tool to encourage/discourage clubs to
sign your players. For example, if you want to get rid of a player, set
his status to Backup or Not Needed and interest in his services
should rapidly grow even without transfer listing him.
However, when setting a player’s squad status to Not Needed and
offering him to clubs / transfer listing him, don’t expect to receive very
lucrative offers.
It’s now time to check your general Team Report and the Squad
Depth page. Set Customisation to On and start arranging your
players accordingly on the 2D Pitch View. Find out where you stand
and devise a strategy in order to get the most out of your current
situation.

TRANSFER TIPS
Don’t keep unwanted players at the club. Increase the likelihood of
receiving offers for them either by lowering their squad status or
transfer listing them. If no offers come your way, try talking to the
players asking them to find a new club.
Another way would be to loan them out, even if it’s not beneficial for
the club from a financial point of view. The last thing you want is
unhappy players to ruin your whole squad’s morale! Trust me, things
escalate pretty quickly in FM17.
When it comes to transfer targets, don’t rush. Scout thoroughly
and closely monitor reports. You should always give scouts more time
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to follow players in order to find out more important things about
them – such as hidden player attributes. Avoid injury-prone,
inconsistent, and unambitious individuals.
Always consider the transfer-listed players and those that haven’t
got a high squad status if you’re looking for bargains. Consider
loan-ins if there are useful candidates on the Loan List. Wait for the
wage auctions – players ending contracts. Don’t try to sort out
everything at once.
Try to get the most out of your current window and don’t sign players
just for the sake of getting involved in the action. If there’s no good
deal on the horizon, just stay away.
I’ve won titles thanks to loaned players so I can’t see any reason why
you won’t be able to do the same.

KEEPING PLAYERS HAPPY

First, I want you to remember these two things:
1. Never ignore an unhappy player that wants to talk to you;
2. Never make a promise you won’t be able to keep.
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If you’ve set up a high Level of Discipline attribute when setting up
your manager profile, players won’t come to you with minor concerns.
Having a balanced squad depth and clever squad statuses assigned to
your players will prevent several unwanted issues.
However, you will still encounter many situations when players start
complaining about different things, such as:
 Wanting a move to a bigger club;
 Demanding presence in continental competitions;
 Unhappy about your decision to reject a bid on him;
 Not getting enough first team football;
 Finding it hard to adapt in the country etc.
If one of your players wants to leave and you don’t, try to
convince him to stay. Ask him whether your club’s presence in a
continental competition next season would make him change his mind
– or stuff like that. If he’s reluctant to stay, just let him go.
Same goes with any other situation. Try to find a friendly solution or
just let the player go. In some cases, there’s nothing you can do to
keep them really. But don’t despair – him leaving is not the worse thing
that could happen, even if it seems like so.
The worst thing that could happen is for a player to become very
unhappy about one of your decisions or about you failing to keep
your promise. When that occurs, a group of players will line-up with
him and they will all be unhappy for months. That also means that
their morale will be stuck in the middle-low range, which will
dramatically affect your season’s performance.
Trust me, if it comes down to this you can lose titles when you thought
the race was over… Just don’t EVER let this happen!
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This list is very likely to change with the game updates.
If you bid that exact amount in the first day, before clicking Continue,
you should get your offer accepted in most cases. Pound Sterling (£) is
the currency used for these examples.
The reputation of your club might also affect the asking price, so don’t
expect this list to be 100% accurate.
Setting a Large database when creating the game should let you see
all these players.
Remember, you ideally want to assimilate all the advice you received
throughout this eBook and find the players yourself. And don’t be
afraid to make mistakes. That’s the only way to learn and improve your
talent scouting skills!
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GOALKEEPERS
PLAYER

CLUB

NATIONALITY

ASKING
PRICE (£)

Anthony M'Fa

Free Agent

GAB

0

Marco Silvestri

Leeds

ITA

1.9 M

Predrag Rajkovic

M. Tel-Aviv

SRB

5M

Adrián

West Ham

ESP

7M

Gianluigi
Donnarumma

Milan

ITA

22 M

CENTRAL DEFENDERS
PLAYER

CLUB

NATIONALITY

ASKING
PRICE (£)

Mourad Satli

Free Agent

FRA

0

Martín Nervo

Huracán

ARG

2.7 M

Zargo Touré

Lorient

SEN

4M

Dominic Iorfa

Wolves

ENG

11 M

Bernardo

RBL

BRA

20 M
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RIGHT FULL BACKS
ASKING
PRICE (£)

PLAYER

CLUB

NATIONALITY

Jerry Vandam

Free Agent

GHA + FRA

Gino Peruzzi

Boca

ARG + ITA

2.7 M

Joseba Zaldua

Real San
Sebastián

ESP

4M

Fágner

COR

BRA

10 M

Mário Fernandes

CSKA Moscow

RUS + BRA

23 M

LEFT FULL BACKS
PLAYER

CLUB

NATIONALITY

ASKING
PRICE (£)

Danilo Soares

Free Agent

BRA

0

Álex Martínez

Real Hispalis

ESP

1.1 M

Afonso Figueiredo

Stade Rennais

POR

3M

Ludwig
Augustinsson

København

SWE

3.5 M

Zeca

SAN

BRA

10 M
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CENTRAL MIDFIELDERS
PLAYER

CLUB

NATIONALITY

ASKING
PRICE (£)

Kalilou Traoré

Free Agent

MLI

0

Kristoffer Ajer

Celtic

NOR

1.7 M

Moisés

SEP

BRA

2.6 M

David Pavelka

Kasımpaşa

CZE

4M

Lucas Lima

SAN

BRA

12.5 M

Nabil Fekir

Lyon

FRA + ALG

22 M

PLAYER

CLUB

NATIONALITY

ASKING
PRICE (£)

Mohamed
Youssouf

Free Agent

COM + FRA

0

Ezequiel Cerutti

San Lorenzo

ARG + ITA

4M

Christian Clemens

Mainz

GER

6M

Dudu

SEP

BRA

10.5 M

Felipe Anderson

Lazio

BRA

20 M

RIGHT WINGERS
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LEFT WINGERS
PLAYER

CLUB

NATIONALITY

ASKING
PRICE (£)

Fede Vico

Free Agent

ESP

0

Salvador Agra

POR

Madeira

1.7 M

Matteo Politano

Sassuolo

ITA

8.75 M

Luan

ATM

BRA

10 M

Juanpi

Málaga

VEN

11 M

PLAYER

CLUB

NATIONALITY

ASKING
PRICE (£)

Saber Khalifa

Free Agent

TUN

0

Dimitris
Diamantakos

Karlsruhe

GRE

3.5 M

Gianluca Lapadula

Milan

ITA

7.25 M

Luan

GRE

BRA

10 M

Andrea Belotti

Torino

ITA

14 M

STRIKERS
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Most of the times I let my assistant do the talking for me. The thing is
that Press Conferences and Tunnel Interviews aren’t very effective
to be honest.
When you decide to answer to those questions however, bear in mind
that you should aim to reduce complacency amongst your squad and
provoke the opposition either by putting pressure on them or just
trying to make them complacent.
There are 5 possible answers. If you don’t know what to say, use the
3rd one – it’s neutral and it acts like a Skip button. Most of the times
you should be using either the 2nd or the 4th answer from the list, as
these are more balance and you are therefore avoiding upsetting
anyone.
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DO’S
 Put pressure on the opposition when you have the chance.
Target the player with the lowest Determination attribute
 Almost always be slightly pessimistic about your chances,
especially when your team is in good form; the ambitious
players will be motivated to prove you wrong
 You should only be slightly positive about your chances of
winning a match when your team is on a bad run and you are
very sure of a victory

DON’TS
 Avoid praising your players too often; keep them focused and
avoid complacency.
 Never praise the opposition’s players, nor their goals
 Don’t be optimistic about your chances of winning a match
when your team’s morale is high and you are on a good run o
form
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PRE-MATCH
You should use the following Team Talks to override the bellow
instructions when you have them available:
This is a great opportunity to show all the experts that they have
been right to back you up!
The following phrase is also useful in case you haven’t got the first one
in your list: I know a lot of you will be keen to avenge what
happened last time when we played...
Lastly, use I want you to pick up where you last left… if your team
performed very well in the last match. Use I expect to see a much
better performance… if your team played really badly last time out.

VENUE
Home
Away

VENUE
Home
Away

RECOMMENDED TALK

TONE

I expect nothing but a win &
I have faith in you
I expect you to win &
I have faith in you

ASSERTIVE and
CALM
ASSERTIVE and
CALM

RECOMMENDED TALK

TONE

Go out there and impress me &
I have faith in you
Go out there and impress me &
I have faith in you

CALM
CALM and
CAUTIOUS
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HALF TIME
VENUE

SCENARIO

RECOMMENDED TALK

TONE

Home

Winning by
2+ goals

*Keep it up lads! &
I have faith in you

ASSERTIVE

Away

Winning by
2+ goals

*I am pleased with your
performance &
I think there’s a lot more to
come from you

CALM and
PASSIONATE

Home
and
Away

Winning by
1 goal

Don’t get complacent out
there & I have faith in your
ability

Drawing

I am not happy with your
performance &
I have faith in you

Drawing

I am not happy with your
performance &
I have faith in you

Home

Losing

Come on lads, show a bit of
desire &
I am disappointed
with your efforts.

AGGRESSIVE and
CALM

Away

Losing

I am not happy with your
performance &
I have faith

CALM

Home

Away

Home: A SSERTIVE
Away: CALM

ASSERTIVE
ASSERTIVE
and

CALM

*after managing a team for half a season, use Don’t get complacent
out there and I have faith…, if your squad is at least fairly ambitious.
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VENUE

SCENARIO

RECOMMENDED TALK

TONE

Home

Winning by
2+ goals

*Keep it up lads! & I have
faith in your ability

CALM and
PASSIONATE

Away

Winning by
2+ goals

*I’m happy with how things
are going, keep it up lads & I
have faith

CALM

Home
and
Away

Winning by
1 goal

Don’t get complacent & I have
faith in your ability

CALM

Drawing

I am pleased with how things
are going, keep it up &
There’s a lot more to come
from you

CALM and
PASSIONATE

Drawing

I am not happy with your
performance &
I have faith

CALM

Home

Losing

I expect to see a much better
showing from you in the
second half & There’s a lot
more to come from you

CALM

Away

Losing

Sow me something else in the
second half &
I have faith

ASSERTIVE
and C ALM

Home

Away

*after managing a team for half a season, use Don’t get complacent
out there and I have faith…, if your squad is at least fairly ambitious.
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FULL TIME
VENUE

RESULT

RECOMMENDED TALK

Home
and
Away

Won by
2+
goals

Well done &

Home
and
Away

Won by
1 goal

Home

Draw

Away

Draw

Home

Lost

I am not happy with the result & Not
happy with your performance

AGGRESSIVE

Away

Lost

I’m far from pleased & Not happy
with your performance

ASSERTIVE
and CALM

after congratulating outstanding
performers - if any, repeat the first line

*Well Done & Pleased

That was not good enough & move on
without giving any further individual
talks

Not good enough & move on without
giving any further individual talks

TONE
Home:

PASSIONATE
Away:

ASSERTIVE

CALM

ASSERTIVE

ASSERTIVE

*after managing a team for at least half a season, use That was a bit
let off… and move on if your squad is at least fairly ambitious.
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VENUE

RESULT

RECOMMENDED TALK

TONE

Home
and
Away

Won by
2+ goals

I’m very happy with the result and
the way you’ve played &
Your efforts were crucial in our win

CALM

Home
and
Away

Won by
1 goal

Well done lads &
after congratulating outstanding
performers - if any, repeat the first line

CALM

Home

Draw

Well done lads, you’ve just proved a
lot of people wrong in avoiding
defeat out there! &
I was impressed with your efforts.

PASSIONATE
and CALM

Away

Draw

I’m far from pleased with what I just
saw from this team & move on

CAUTIOUS

Home

Lost

I am not happy with your
performance out there

CAUTIOUS

& move on

Away

Lost

I am not happy with your
performance out there
& I’m disappointed

ASSERTIVE
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Touchline talks will not affect your players’ morale. This is why they are
optional from my point of view. However, they can influence the
player’s attitude (which can be seen under Body Language) and some
tactical aspects of your game. This is why they can prove slightly useful
on the long-run if used properly.
Monitor your squad’s Body Language (which can be displayed always
on top by enabling the specific view pop-up or by clicking on the Team
Talk button) to use the in-match talks efficiently.
TOUCHLINE TALK

HOW & WHEN TO USE

Calm Down (Assertive)

(individual) on booked players

Concentrate (Assertive)

(team) right after scoring a goal

No Pressure (Calm)

(individual) on nervous players

Demand More (Aggressive)

(individual/team) whenever body
language indicates complacency

Tighten Up (Cautious)

(team) when you don’t need to score and
you want to avoid conceding, 5 minutes
before the end of each half.

Push Forward (Assertive)

(team) when you desperately need to
score, 5 minutes before the end of each
half.
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PRIVATE CHATS
Morale is probably the most important factor of your team’s
performance. So think twice before saying anything to your players;
you don’t want to risk lowering it. If you are unsure about saying
something, just keep it for yourself.
You should have no problems in getting the desired results if you stick
to the bellow instructions. However, be careful not to say the same
thing twice in less than 3 weeks, as your players might get bored and
react badly to it.
Praise Conduct – Passionate
Should be effective unless the player has been booked many times
recently or you have had arguments or disciplinary problems with him.
Criticise Conduct – Assertive
After one of your players has been sent off and tell him that he’s
setting a bad example for the younger players.
Recommended Signing / Staff Addition – Calm
Check the Overview – Information page of a player in advance to see
whether he’s got any favoured personnel that would be suitable for
your request. National Team players will be more likely to come up
with answers. And remember, you need him to come up with a
suggestion to have a chance of increasing his morale.
Criticise Last Game / Recent Form – Passionate
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When the Last Game or his Recent Form (last 3 matches) rating is
bellow 6.8)
Be careful when criticising specific aspects of his game. Make sure you
actually checked his stats and be fair.
Praise Last Game / Recent Form – Passionate
When the Last Game or his Recent Form (last 3 matches) rating is
above 7.4)
Congratulate on Achievement - Passionate
Whenever one of your players is getting his first cap, he gets picked as
Player of The Week or he scores his first goal for the National Team.
Shortly said, congratulate them anytime you are given the chance to.
Praise / Criticise Training Level – Passionate / Assertive
Go to Training – Individual and check the Overall Performance
Indicator. It will be easy for you to find out what you have to say.
Although this might not increase morale, it can have a positive effect
on your player’s future training performance. Focus on criticising
underperformers.
Talk To Player On Loan – Passionate / Assertive
Praising or criticising a player’s Development or Form can increase his
morale and determine him to do better. This can have a big effect on
his performance, as it will most likely improve morale and it will also
inspire motivation.
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FRIENDLY MATCHES
You can usually sneak in two friendly matches during the International
Football brakes. This will help your uncapped players keep their
Match Sharpness up and also increase their morale.
Another thing you can do is to squeeze a friendly match between your
fixtures even, outside International brakes, if your team’s fitness level
allows it.
Playing a weak nearby team at home should result in a comfortable
win for your team (morale boost), without tiring the players too much.

USE YOUR OTHER SQUADS
If your senior squad’s morale is poor and you can’t put together a
starting line-up of players with decent morale, look for players in the
reserve or youth squads.
If you find some decent players having a very good morale, give them
a chance in the first team and hope for the best. It can definitely
change your fortunes in some cases.

CONTRACTS
Offer new contracts to some players and their morale will increase
once they sign it. This is a desperate measure that should only be used
in extremely delicate moments – usually during the end of the season
when you want to push for a decisive objective.
Only use it if you plan to renew some contracts anyway in the near
future and try to do it for more players at the same time (5-7 days
before a match so they have enough time to accept the offers).
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The guide has come to an end, so this is where your journey starts!
You now have all the necessary tools to master the game. The
knowledge I shared with you can’t overcome the lack of experience
that you might have. As long as you follow the advice provided
throughout these pages your performances will constantly improve.
The learning curve is unpredictable really, but as long as you try hard
enough, there’s nothing you can’t achieve!
How you set up your expectations is very important. If you’re going to
expect to fix every single issue there is with a club in the first transfer
window or first season, most likely you’ll be disappointed – You don’t
want that.
Be patient, think about what real managers have to face when they get
a new job. How difficult it is to install a new philosophy and how much
time it takes. How much time is required for new signings to blend in.
How delicate is the process of building your reputation and trust
amongst fans and the board.
Did this eBook deliver? Do you receive what you were promised?
Well don’t just tell me, but let the community know about your
experience by publicly sharing your feedback.
Please go out and spread the word, your feedback is the only way to
praise this work!
Feel free to contact me via Twitter @dieRaumdeuter
or facebook.com/TheRaumdeuter.

